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We demonstrate a qubit readout scheme that exploits the Jaynes-Cummings nonlinearity of a superconducting cavity coupled to transmon qubits. We ﬁnd that, in the strongly driven dispersive regime of this
system, there is the unexpected onset of a high-transmission ‘‘bright’’ state at a critical power which
depends sensitively on the initial qubit state. A simple and robust measurement protocol exploiting this
effect achieves a single-shot ﬁdelity of 87% using a conventional sample design and experimental setup,
and at least 61% ﬁdelity to joint correlations of three qubits.
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Circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) is the study of
the interaction of light and matter where superconducting
qubits playing the role of atoms are strongly coupled
to microwave transmission line resonators acting as cavities [1]. This architecture offers advantages over cavity
QED with atomic systems with regard to both coupling
strength and accessibility of strongly driven nonlinear
regimes [2–4]. For example, the high-power response of
a cavity with a qubit in resonance has recently been
studied, demonstrating the appearance of additional
photon
pﬃﬃﬃ
number (n) resonances with characteristic n spacing, in
excellent agreement with theory [4]. In this Letter, we
investigate the behavior of a strongly driven cQED system
in the dispersive regime, where four strongly coupled
transmon qubits [5] are far detuned from the cavity. We
ﬁnd that for increasing drive strength, the cavity response
initially becomes strongly nonlinear and continuously
shifts down in frequency. At a critical power, it reaches
its bare frequency and transmission rapidly rises to a
‘‘bright state.’’ Importantly, this critical power is strongly
dependent on the initial state of the qubit, providing for a
simple high-ﬁdelity qubit readout mechanism. This
scheme is also applicable to the joint measurement of
several qubits simultaneously.
There are two commonly used cQED readout schemes.
The ﬁrst employs the state-dependent dispersive shift of
the coupled cavity’s resonance frequency [Fig. 1(a)] to infer
the qubit state by measuring transmission [6,7]. This must
be done in the low-power, linear response regime of the
cavity in part because system anharmonicity inhibits higher
population. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and ﬁdelity
of this weak measurement is thus limited (to typically
40%–60% [7,8]) by the relatively high noise temperature
(TNsys  10 K  20 photons) of conventional commercial
ampliﬁers and short integration time mandated by qubit
relaxation (T1  1 s) [9]. A specialized superconducting
low-noise ampliﬁer [10–12] could improve the SNR, but
at a cost of additional complexity. The second scheme
uses some nonlinearity to project the qubit state onto
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a classically distinguishable system and yield high discrimination [13]. The Josephson bifurcation ampliﬁer
(JBA) is one such example, exploiting cavity bistability
caused by the Kerr-Dufﬁng nonlinearity of an additional
Josephson junction [14–16]. These schemes have, however,
not yet taken advantage of the nonlinearity inherent to the
dispersive interaction. The mechanism we report here also
projects the qubit state onto a classical state of the system
but does not require additional Josephson junctions or any
other hardware modiﬁcations. It instead employs the nonlinearity due to the Jaynes-Cummings interaction of the
qubit and cavity, in qualitative agreement with theory
[17,18], effectively using the qubit as its own ampliﬁer.
Our readout scheme exploits the unusual behavior of the
system when driven strongly. For low drive strength, the
cavity (at fbare ¼ 9:070 GHz) is dispersively shifted many
linewidths by the strongly coupled transmons at frequencies ðf1 ; f2 ; f3 ; f4 Þ ¼ ð6:000; 7:000; 8:000; 12:271Þ GHz
2 MHz (see supplementary material [19] for device details). The cavity also inherits anharmonicity (, the frequency difference between subsequent cavity transitions)
from the interaction, which inhibits transmission for larger
power [Figs. 1(a)–1(d)]. For a small number of excitations
n,  is to ﬁrst order constant [20], though higher order
terms are often considered as n approaches a critical value
[21]. This expansion neglects the high-power behavior of
the system, which can be recovered with a semiclassical
model, shown previously for the case of a qubit and cavity
in resonance [22]. In a parallel publication [17], Bishop
et al. consider the case of a large cavity-qubit detuning
semiclassically and show that for increasing n,  decreases
monotonically and the cavity frequency (fc ) shifts toward
fbare , in qualitative agreement with our observations. The
measured cavity output power as a function of incident
drive power and frequency thus smoothly evolves from a
linear relation at low occupation (n  1), where the shift
due to increasing n is small compared to cavity linewidth,
to a nonlinear relation at intermediate n where  is important [Fig. 1(f)]. A dip in transmission likely caused by
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FIG. 1 (color). Cavity transmission as a function of drive power and frequency, demonstrating the ‘‘bright’’ state at high incident
power. (a) Dispersively shifted cavity response for excited (blue) and ground (red) states of the 8 GHz qubit with 1 photon mean
cavity occupation. We reference this power to 0 dB. For all plots in this ﬁgure, the 8 GHz qubit is prepared, a measurement tone is
pulsed on, and the responding homodyne amplitude is averaged for 400 ns to yield A H . The mV scale used is arbitrary, but consistent to
ease comparison. The x axis for (a)–(e) is frequency and covers the same range as for (f),(g). (b)–(d) Cavity response for increasing
drive power, with data for previous power plotted with dashed lines. Transmission is inhibited by the cavity’s inherited nonlinearity,
limiting dispersive measurement ﬁdelity. Note, for example, that increasing drive 10 dB from (b) to (c) increases A H by only a factor of
2 and complicates the frequency dependence. The emergence of a distinct resonance can be seen in (d). (e) High-transmission bright
state. At large drive power, the Jaynes-Cummings cavity anharmonicity shrinks sufﬁciently to allow near-unity transmission at fbare .
For this power the system only reaches its bright state when the qubit is excited due to the asymmetry of the dispersive cavity shift about
fbare . This asymmetry is characteristic to the transmon qubit [5] but might be possible to simulate for other designs [17]. (f),(g) Cavity
response (log magnitude) for qubit ground and excited states. The cavity continuously evolves from its low power linear behavior
through the anharmonic bistable region and to the bright state. There are two peaks present in (g) due to qubit relaxation during
measurement. The symbols ( þ ) denote the optimal power and frequency for qubit readout, where the cavity response for the two qubit
states is maximally different. (h) Response at fbare (arrows) versus input power, showing a steep jump in transmission corresponding to
the onset of the bright state at a qubit-state-dependent power. Though transmission state dependence exists elsewhere, the behavior here
is especially amenable for use as a qubit readout because the difference is large compared to ampliﬁer noise.

interference between two bistable solutions follows the
cavity down in frequency with increasing power and disappears at fbare . At large drive power, the cavity reaches
a near-unity transmission ‘‘bright state’’ where fc ! fbare
and  ! 0. This power is 50 000 times larger than what
induces a one-photon mean population, producing a signal
large compared to measurement noise. We reference the
one-photon power to 0 dB.
This behavior can be used to realize a high-ﬁdelity qubit
measurement because of a qubit-state-dependent brightstate onset power. When driving with sufﬁciently high
power at fbare , the system will excite to its bright state and
remain there as long as the drive is applied. Crucially,
however, the lowest power for which the system will excite
depends strongly on the qubit state because the cavity is
dispersively shifted closer to fbare when the qubit is excited
[Fig. 1(g)]. This smaller detuning reduces the Lorentzian

ﬁltering effect of the cavity at fbare , lowering the onset
power. The cavity response at fbare thus undergoes a sharp
step for increasing drive at a power depending on the qubit
state [Fig. 1(h)]. This transition does not happen discontinuously; there are powers where the system will only excite
some of the time. A high-discrimination readout is then
made by choosing a drive power Pmeas that maximizes the
difference in bright-state probability for the qubit ground
and excited states, generating a large state-dependent transmission difference [Fig. 2(a)]. For measurements of the
8 GHz qubit, the optimal power is Pmeas  þ47 dB.
We determine the readout measurement ﬁdelity by comparing the ensemble distribution of cavity responses having
prepared the qubit ground and excited states. This is done
by integrating 500 000 (in this case) individual measurement transients such as those shown in Fig. 2(a) for 500 ns
for both qubit preparations and plotting their distribution
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FIG. 2 (color). Measurement transients and histograms for
single-shot measurement of one qubit (at 8 GHz). (a) Three
measurements of single-shot system response VH ðtÞ to driving at
fbare with a power Pmeas for prepared qubit ground and excited
states, low-passed to the response time of the cavity 1= 
100 ns. They are reproducible and well distinguished, demonstrating that the response is large compared to the measurement
noise. (b) Histograms and S curves quantifying measurement
ﬁdelity. An ensemble of single-shot responses are integrated for
500 ns and their distribution plotted. The two histogram peaks
(solid lines) are well separated with few counts between them.
Integrating these yields ‘‘S curves’’ (dashed lines), with their
maximal difference indicating a single-shot ﬁdelity of 87%.
(c) Measurement ﬁdelity versus integration time. Integrating
VH ðtÞ for 120 ns yields 80% ﬁdelity, while 240 ns yields 87%.
The histogram evolution shows that integrating longer further
separates the peaks but does not increase ﬁdelity.

[Fig. 2(b)]. For the qubit at 8 GHz, the maximal separation
between the normalized integral of these histograms
indicates a measurement ﬁdelity of 87%. This increases to
91% when pulsing to the second transmon excited state just
before measurement (data not shown, similar to Ref. [16]).
Fidelity is likely limited by qubit relaxation before its state
is projected (false negatives) and spurious system excitations due to insufﬁciently separated onset powers (false
positives). Quantitative predictions of ﬁdelity based on
parameters like qubit lifetime are unavailable because the
fast dynamics of the measurement process are not yet well
understood.
Two important considerations for qubit readout are measurement time and repetition rate. Single-shot ﬁdelity as a
function of integration time is shown in Fig. 2(c). After
120 ns the ﬁdelity has risen to 80%, and by 240 ns, it
reaches its ultimate value of 87%. This time is due to the
speed with which the system excites to the bright state and
the SNR. Integrating longer further separates the histogram
distributions but does not change the ﬁdelity because it is
limited by failed encoding of the qubit state onto the cavity,
not noise. The large number of measurement photons used
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might be of concern regarding the creation of quasiparticles in or heating of the sample. We have not observed
any effect on qubit coherence when using this scheme,
however, suggesting that any effects are gone after
the 10 s repetition time, nor does its use affect the base
temperature of our 3 He-4 He dilution refrigerator (25 mK).
An example measurement of a Rabi oscillation is shown in
supplementary Fig. S1 [19].
We have extended this readout scheme to the joint readout of three qubits. The physics of multiqubit readout are
similar to the solitary case, but generalized for the eight
zero-power cavity frequencies possible with three qubits.
Each basis state induces a different dispersive cavity shift
from fbare , yielding a hierarchy of powers for the onset of
the bright state. Readout is done by choosing a measurement power above the onset power for all but the state one
is trying to detect. We consider the register of three qubits
at frequencies (6,7,8) GHz, with the fourth qubit unused.
For these detunings, Pjoint  49 dB is optimal for distinguishing j000i from all other basis states (including second
excited states). This scheme is especially convenient for
performing qubit tomography, which involves measuring
multiqubit correlations [23] and is done efﬁciently with a
joint qubit measurement [24–26]. Indeed, the creation and
detection of tripartite entanglement was recently demonstrated using this device and readout scheme [27]. Cavity
transmission for the prepared excited state of all three
qubits is shown in Fig. 3(a).
The joint ﬁdelity is quantiﬁed in a similar manner as for
one qubit, but expanded for the eight qubit basis states
[Fig. 3(b)]. As there is no established deﬁnition of joint
qubit readout ﬁdelity, we propose a conservative metric: the
maximal separation between the S curves for the state one is
trying to detect and the least distinguishable state. This
standard yields a ﬁdelity of 61% to the j000i state for these
qubit detunings [Fig. 3(c)], limited by the distinguishability
of the excited state of the ﬁrst qubit (at 6 GHz). Fidelity
could be substantially improved by either reducing that
qubit detuning (at a cost of increased residual qubit-qubit
coupling) or by pulsing to the second transmon excited
state. When an additional  pulse between the ﬁrst and
second excited state is included, the joint ﬁdelity is increased to 80% (data not shown). This scheme could presumably be scaled to a larger number of qubits, subject to
concerns of spectral crowding and residual qubit coupling.
This measurement scheme, which we name the JaynesCummings readout, provides high-ﬁdelity single-shot
qubit measurement in cQED while being simple, relatively
insensitive to qubit detuning, and not requiring any change
in experimental setup or sample design. It works by
combining the occupation-dependent Jaynes-Cummings
anharmonicity [17,18,28] with the qubit-state-dependent
dispersive cavity shift to conditionally drive the system
to a high-transmission bright state, in analogy to the
ﬂuorescence readout scheme used in ion traps [29].
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intermediate power where the transition rate for each basis
state is substantially different.
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FIG. 3 (color). Joint qubit readout. (a) Pulsed cavity response
A H when preparing the j111i state. The eight (23 ) register states
of three qubits induce a different dispersive cavity shift, each
discernible at low power due to decay of the j111i state during measurement. These frequencies were independently measured to be ðfj000i ; fj100i ; fj010i ; fj001i ; fj110i ; fj101i ; fj011i ; fj111i Þ ¼
ð9:145; 9:139; 9:131; 9:112; 9:124; 9:105; 9:097; 9:090Þ GHz, with
fbare ¼ 9:070 GHz. The most prominent secondary cavity position corresponds to the third qubit (at 8 GHz) relaxing during
measurement, consistent with its Purcell-limited [32] T1 being
shortest of the three, with T1Q1 ¼ 1:2 s, T1Q2 ¼ 1:0 s, and
T1Q3 ¼ 0:6 s. The system excites to its bright state at lower
power here than seen in Fig. 1 because of the smaller initial cavity
detuning from fbare . The color scale is identical to that in
Fig. 1. (b) Histograms for all eight basis states, when driving
with þ49 dB at fbare . (c) S curves for joint qubit readout, indicating a minimum of 61% ﬁdelity for distinguishing the j000i from
any other state. The best ﬁdelity in this case is obtained with a
25% probability of exciting the system when prepared in j000i.
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